with of course never made any person in the state or have written it. I think wise. D. Hubbard. That is was a very wise thing to write it. In some one. I wrote that I had a reason for D. H. that he seems to tell it since it. The committee. In the committee of the committee the main committee thing. Some told that he was approved. Attending D. H. A boy of the R. Faculty. I see of anything connected with the R. Faculty. The R. Faculty please. I the college my lectures bargain I. I. students at his experience. I was showing my gratitude by writing it down. D. Hiddell chief robber and plunderer at the University. Here was my hope of getting back. They making a living out of some body. I have not seen it come. We read a thin. Everybody is laughing over it. I am sick. sick. sick. Some after D. H. even he ask his opinion punctually about resigning. D. asked him to hold on for the present. He sense. Success is going on to Cornell. Can’t it sound generally to get up "plant' ideas". I asked him he was to put them in operation. Since he did at know. I. Can’t why D. H. must large too. All I can tell to you that I would write their troubles for them where they returned. It entice it down. A faculty in such of a college. We live longer.